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vinesandveins@gmail.com
May 8th’ 2018
Re: ‘Opportunity for employment’
To whom it may concern regarding;
Hello there kindly; in regards to a position listed as an opportunity similar to that
of employment. I have worked in various departments for different organizations from
the ground up; of which volunteering- may have opened the doors. I am proficient in
raising funds, organizing fundraisers, and phenomenal when it comes to sales, customer
service, the varying ventures and endeavors; from brand representative to sales
associate, at times referred to as a “lead” known as BA short for brand ambassador.
Responsible particularly for social interaction regarding but not limited to promotional
events involving samples, raffles, customer interaction, collecting data from the
demographic and organization with an emphasis on hosting and loss prevention, as well
as set up and break down.
My experiences in the work field have acted as a catalyst in honing the skills I
possess and believe will assure, I diligently and thoroughly meet any requirements or
feats. I have worked in various fields for instance; my experience as a host has taught
me to excel as a receptionist when it comes to greeting & hospitality, more-so in depth
and extensively as a waitress portraying prompt service & administrative skills, rounding
up If you will, My experience as a performing artist beyond presentation & adaptability,
compliments the confidence and genuine customer service I exude that I have honed as
a brand ambassador, promotional model and the like in a manner enabling me to
adequately differ, compute and access data complying with regulations and formalities.
Which lead me to believe that I may have the ‘right ’stuff.
I believe adequately and efficiently I can do this job. At this time’ I will state I
hope to hear from your corporation on behalf of this opportunity regarding an interview’
again, thank you for the opportunity, your consideration and time.

Kindest Regards,

Esperanzalety Christie Matos

